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MINIMAL FUNCTIONS, MARTINGALES, AND BROWNIAN

MOTION ON A NONCOMPACT SYMMETRIC SPACE

J. C. TAYLOR

Abstract. A Brownian motion on R" may be characterized as a process ( X,), -, 0 on

a probability space (Ü, g, P) such that, for all jelf', exp{-(i/2)|| v||2 + (y, X,)}

is a martingale of expectation one. The analogue of this fact is proved for the

Brownian motion on a noncompact symmetric space.

Introduction. A Brownian motion on R" started from zero may be characterized as

a process (X,)t>0 on a probability space (£2, 3, P), adapted to a filtration (g,)l>0,

for which the processes M(u) = (M,(u))t>Q, where Mt(u) = exp(-(r/2)|| v||2 +

( v, X¡)), are all martingales of expectation one. These processes are obtained by

composing the space-time process with the minimal solutions

M(*,0 = exp{-(//2)||v||2 + (v,;c>}

of the heat equation Ah + 2w, = 0 on R" X R.

The purpose of this note is to show that the same result holds for the Brownian

motion on any noncompact symmetric space. One natural question to ask is whether

this is a very general phenomenon. It will be shown in a subsequent article that for

the invariant diffusion on the Heisenberg group the theorem is false. In this case

knowing that martingales are produced only implies that the component of this

diffusion in the corresponding C is a standard Brownian motion. It is not known

whether the theorem is valid for uniformly elliptic operators on R".

The author thanks the referee for clarifying the exposition by pointing out the key

role of Proposition 3.4.

1. The main result. Let (ß, g, P) be a probability space with an increasing

filtration (8,),>0 an^ let (^)(>o De an adapted stochastic process on (Í2, g,P)

valued in a noncompact symmetric space X = G/K, where G is a semisimple Lie

group and AT is a maximal compact subgroup.

Theorem. The following statements are equivalent:

(1) the finite dimensional joint distributions of the process (Xt)t>0 are the same as

those of Brownian motion on X started from zero (the coset K); in other words, the

process is equivalent to this Brownian motion;
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(2) for every minimal solution u of the heat equation Au + 2ut = 0 on X X R, the

process M(u) = (Mt(u))t>Q is an (¡}^-martingale with expectation 1, where Mt(u) =

u(X„t) for all t > 0.

Proof. (1) => (2) Let (P,)t>0 De tne transition semigroup for Brownian motion on

X. It follows from the uniqueness of the positive Cauchy problem on X [7], that for

every u > 0, a solution of the heat equation Au = -2m, on X X (a, b),

f P,(x,dy)u(y,s) = u(x,s - t), if a<s-t<s<b. As a result, M(u) is a

martingale if u is a nonnegative solution on X X R. From the formulas given below

for the minimal solutions, it is clear that M0(u) = 1.

Before proving the converse, i.e. (2) => (1), it is useful to set up the necessary

analytic machinery on X for characterizing probabilities. Those not familiar with

symmetric space terminology should take X as the hyperbolic disc for which the

details are presented in a straightforward fashion in Helgason [5]. For details on

symmetric spaces see Helgason [4].

2. Determining a probability on X. Let X = G/K, where G is a semisimple Lie

group and AT is a maximal compact subgroup. Let G = KAN be an Iwasawa

decomposition of G. Since aNa~x Q N for all a ^ A, it follows that the set

AN = NA = S is a subgroup, in fact a semidirect product of the abelian group A

with the nilpotent group N. The group A is = Rr, where r is the rank of X.

Let o denote the coset K. The horocycles of X are the orbits of the groups gNg~l

in X. They may be arranged in families of parallel horocycles: all the horocycles

ka(N ■ o) = kaN(kayl ■ (ka ■ o), a e A, belong to the same parallel family of

horocycles normal to the direction kM = b in the Furstenberg boundary B = K/M

(cf. Helgason [2]). If g ■ o = x e X, then for each kM = b e B, there is a unique

horocycle £(jc, b) that contains x and is normal to b. It is the horocycle £ =

ka(N ■ o), where a = a(x, b) = expA(x, b), i.e. A(x,b) is the logarithm of the

A -component of the NAK-Iwasawa decomposition of k~xg if x = g ■ o. (In the case

of the hyperbolic disc, A(x,b) is denoted in [5] by (z,b).) When considering the

horocycles l-(x, b) one is viewing X as isomorphic to the group kSk'1 under the

map kank ~x = g —> g ■ o = kan ■ o.

In [3], Helgason defined the Radon-Fourier transform /of a function / e Cc°°(X)

by the formula

f(X,b) = f /(x)exp{(-iX + p)(A(x,b))} dx,

where À g a * and b g B = K/M. He proved in Theorem 2.2 of [3] that

f(X)= f       f(\,b)exp{(i\ + P)(A(x,b)))]c(\)]2 dXdb.
VxB

As a result, it follows that each /e C™(X) may be continuously decomposed into

plane waves fh(x), that is f(x) = JB fh(x) db, where

/*(*)-/  /(A,6)exp{(/A + p)(A(x,b)))\c(X)[2d\

is constant on the horocycles normal to b.
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Since A(o, b) = 0 implies that Ch = /a, |/(A, b)\ \c(X)\'2 dX < oo, it follows that

\fh(x)\ < Chexpp(A(x, b)), where Ch varies continuously.

As an immediate corollary of these formulas one has

Lemma 2.1. Let u be a probability on X. For each b e B let ph be the measure on A

(~ W) defined as follows: if C is a Bore! set in A, let ph(C) = u (the union of all

horocycles normal to b and meeting C ■ o = CK ). Assume that

(*) for any constant ieR and b e B, Kexpp(A(x, b)) e L1(p).

Then

ff(x)u(dx)=jjfh(x)u(dx)db

= 11 fb(a ■ o)ph(da),    where a = A(x,b).
JBJA

Consequently, if p satisfies (*) the family of measures ph, b e B, determines p.

Remark. Since any root space ga is orthogonal under the Killing form to q0, the

horocycle N ■ o is orthogonal to A ■ o at o. As a result, if d(x, y) is the geodesic

distance of x to v, then d(o, an ■ o)^ d(o, a • o) for any n e N. Hence, condition

(*) may be replaced by the stronger condition

(**) for all C> 0, expCd(o,x) e Ll(p).

3. The rest of the proof. Firstly, one shows that if the minimal solutions u of the

heat equation AM + 2wr = 0on XxR give rise to martingales, then so does any

nonnegative solution. This merely amounts to giving a measurable parametrization

of the set of minimal solutions.

In view of the results of Karpelevic [6] and Koranyi and Taylor [7], the set of

minimal solutions of the heat equation on X X R is the set of functions

um(x,t) = e-«/2+(X + p)(A(x,b)),

where m = (b, X,c) e K/M X Ac X [-||/>||2, + oo) is determined by b = kM; X,

p e a *, and X corresponds, under the duality determined by the Killing form, to a

point in the closure of a+ of length (||p||2 + c)1/2 (i.e. Ac is identified with the

intersection of the closure of q+ with the sphere of radius (||p||2 + c)1/2); and

c = \\X\\2 - HpII2- Let D denote the parameter set K/M X Ac X [-||p||2, +oo) and

let ® be the Borel a-field on D. Clearly, if £ is the Borel a-field on X, for each t,

(m, x, t) -» um(x, t) is 2) X ^-measurable as it is even C°°.

To each solution u ^ 0 of the heat equation Am = 2u, on X X R, there corre-

sponds a unique measure p on D such that u(x,t) = / um(x,t)p(dm). The hy-

pothesis (2), that the minimal solutions u give rise to martingales, and Fubini's

theorem imply the validity of

Lemma 3.1. For any nonnegative solution u, the process M(u) is a martingale.

The Laplace-Beltrami operator has a very simple form when acting on functions

f(x), x = g • o, that depend only on the ^-component in the NAK-Iwasawa

decomposition of k~xg.
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Lemma 3.2 (cf. [6], also [5, p. 267]). Let b = kM g B and let f be a function that

depends only on a(x,b), i.e. f(kan ■ o) = f(ka ■ o) for all a G A and n G N. If

H = A(x,b), let xP(H)=f(kexpH ■ o). Then

Af(x) = e>^Aa(te->)(H)-\\p]\2ip(H),

where Aa is the Laplacian on a determined by the inner product given by the Killing

form.

Corollary 3.3. For every X g a* of length (]\p\\2 + c)x/1, the function u =

exp{-ct/2 + (X + p)(A(x, b))} is a nonnegative solution of the heat equation on

XXR.

Remark. This collection of functions contains all the minimal solutions and many

others.

As a result of Lemma 3.1 one has the following key result.

Proposition 3.4. There is a unique probability p, on X such that for all X g a and

b<=B,

(.)

/exp(A + p)(A(x,b))pt(dx) = exp(A + p)(A(x0, b)) exp{(||A||2 - ||p||2)}?/2.

Further, this probability is the law of Brownian motion at time t when started from

x0. When x0 = o, this simplifies to

(**) /exp(A + p)(A(x,b))p,(dx) = exp{(||A||2 -||p||2)}r/2,

asA(o,b) = 0 for all b g B.

Proof. It has been shown that if (y,)l>0 is a Brownian motion started from any

point, then any nonnegative solution of the heat equation gives rise to a martingale.

As a result, if p, is the law of y„ then by Corollary 3.3, it satisfies (*).

It follows from Lemma 2.1 that any probability v on X that satisfies (*) is

determined by the probabilities vb, b g B. Since

J"exp(A + p)(A(x,b))v(dx) = j exp(A + p)(A(x,b))vh(dx),

(*) gives the Laplace transforms of these probabilities, viewed as probabilities on Rr,

it is completely determined, and so v = /tf.   D

Remark 3.5. If one fixes b g B and considers the martingales given by the list of

functions in Corollary 3.3 it is easy to see that the process (Ht)I>0 = (A(Xt, b))t>0

is a stationary Gaussian process on a s W, with independent increments and initial

position 0. The law of Ht — Hs is

(>(/ - s))-r/2exp{-\\H +(t - s)Hp\\/2(t - s)} dH,

where Hp g a corresponds to p under the duality given by the Killing form. This

result for the Brownian motion is due to Karpelevic [6].
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Once one knows that the 1-dimensional distributions of the process (Xt)t>0 are

those of Brownian motion started from o, the remaining finite-dimensional distribu-

tions can be computed using Proposition 3.4 and regular conditional probabilities.

Assume for simplicity's sake that the process itself has regular conditional probabili-

ties 77-, s(o), F), i.e.

E[f(Xt)\%s]=firs¿;do)f(o)    P-a.s.

Let f(x) = exp(A + p)(A(x, b)). It follows from Corollary 3.3 that

/ ■ns ,(u,do)exp(X + p)(A(a,b))

= exp(A + p)(/l(A»,6))exp{(||A||2 -||p||2)(i - s)/2)    i>-a.s.

From Proposition 3.4 it follows that P-a.s. •nls(u,da) is the law of Brownian

motion   at   time   (t — s)   started   from   Xs(co).   Consequently,   E[f(Xt) \ gj =

E[f(Xt) | Xs] and so the process is Markov, cf. [1]. As a result one may compute the

finite-dimensional joint distributions by an obvious induction: if 0 < i(l) < t(2) <

• • •  < t(n) = s < t(n + 1) = t and /, /„ 0 < i < », are in © f(X), then

n/,(^„))/(^)   =E UftUjE[f(Xt)\Xs] D

Remark 3.6. It is clear that any process satisfying (1) of the theorem is equivalent

to one with continuous paths and so to one with regular conditional probabilities.

However, if one only assumes (2) it is not a priori obvious that the process is

equivalent to one with regular conditional probabilities. Without assuming this, one

may still prove that (2) => (1) by reasoning with the finite-dimensional joint distribu-

tions. Let 0 < t(l) < t(2) < ■ ■ ■ < t(n) = s < t(n + 1) = t and let v be the joint

distribution of (X0, X,a), Xt(2),..., Xs, Xt). If (x,xn + 1) g Xn + X X A'let tr(x, dxn + 1)

be a regular conditional probability for v given x. Let

f(x0,xl,x2,...,xn,xn + l) = exp{-ci/2 +(A + p)(A(xn + l,b))).

The martingale condition implies that for x = x(u) = (X0, X,m, X,^,..., Xs),

w(x(u),dxn + 1)exp(X + p)(A(xn + l,b))

= exp(A + p)(/((AJ(co),è))exp{(||A||2-||p||2)(/-J)/2}    i>-a.s.

/

From this one concludes as before that, for x = (X0, Xt(l), Xl{2),..., Xs), -n(x, dxn + 1)

is P-a.s. the law of Brownian motion started from Xs at time t — s. By induction

one concludes that the joint distributions are those of Brownian motion.

Remark 3.7. An alternate proof can be given without making any use of regular

conditional probabilities or the key result of Proposition 3.4. It follows from Remark

3.5 that the "horocyclic" process (H,)l>0 = (A(Xnb))t>0 is Markov. Since condi-

tional   expectation   commutes  with   the   decomposition  into   plane  waves   (as
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E[\fh(Xt)\] < Cê>-'IIpI|2/2), one has that

E[f(X,)\%s] =/ E[fb(Xl)\%,]db=f E[fh(X,)\Xs]db = E[f(Xt)\Xs}.
J B "B

This implies that (Xt)t>0 is Markov, cf. [1].
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